
DREAMING TO
HEAL PTSD AND
MORAL INJURY
A film by Dr. Len Worley



Partner with
filmmaker
and author
Len Worley,
PhD

Sponsor a virtual online screening of

the film, Dreaming To Heal PTSD and

Moral Injury 

Share the proceeds of the film

screening and raise funds for your

organization

Provide unique, high-quality learning

experiences for your membership and

clientele



About the film

How even the most disturbing dreams come to heal trauma,

not perpetuate it

How moral injury, a profound wounding of the conscience, is

shame-based trauma and must be approached differently

than the classic fear-based PTSD

How healing and forgiveness is possible in the presence of a

compassionate advocate 

Dreaming to Heal PTSD and Moral Injury is a compelling 

43-minute film that tells the story of an Iraqi war vet whose life

was disrupted by chronic nightmares. Under the guidance of a

seasoned dreamworker, the soldier turns and studies his

dreams, and finds that the terrifying nightmares are an attempt

by Nature to help him heal a deeply troubled conscience. 

This riveting story shows:



How a
partnership
works

An online screening of the film is a 90-

minute event: 45-minute film / 45-minute

live Q&A with filmmaker Len Worley

You send an invitation of the virtual

screening event to your membership, and

we will handle registration and coordinate

the event on Zoom

The screening can be done virtually or can

be offered to an in-person group

Optional: As sponsor, you can introduce the

event and host the Q&A

Proceeds from the film will be shared,

unless you prefer to offer the film to your

membership at a lower fee



About Len
Worley

Dr. Worley has worked as a psychologist,

filmmaker, dream researcher and educator, and

authored How to Complete a Nightmare:

Responding Creatively to Disturbing Dreams.

His writings and online education and

consultations can be found at:

EvolutionaryDreaming.com

To learn more about a partnership:

evolutionarydreaming@gmail.com 

http://evolutionarydreaming.com/
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